EXHIBIT A
Chapter 5

City of Johnson City Standards for Small Wireless Communication
Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way

Section 16-501
Definitions. The following definitions are strictly intended for the purpose
of the wireless communication provisions herein. Where definitions duplicate or
conflict with other City code or zoning code definitions, the following definitions
shall apply to small wireless communication applications only.
(A)

“Aesthetic Plan” means any publicly available written resolution, regulation, policy,
site plan, or approved plat establishing generally applicable aesthetic requirements
within the City or designated area within the City. An aesthetic plan may include a
provision that limits the plan’s application to construction or deployment that occurs
after adoption of the aesthetic plan. For purposes of this part, such a limitation is not
discriminatory as long as all construction or deployment occurring after adoption,
regardless of the entity constructing or deploying, is subject to the aesthetic plan.

(B)

“Administrative Review” means ministerial review of an Application by the Authority
relating to the review and issuance of a Permit, including review by the appropriate
City’s Administration, Development Services Department and Public Works
Department staff to determine whether the issuance of a Permit is in conformity with
the applicable provisions of this Chapter.

(C)

“Antenna” means communications equipment that transmits and/or receives
electromagnetic radio frequency signals used in the provision of Wireless Services.
This definition does not apply to broadcast antennas, antennas designed for amateur
radio use, or satellite dishes for residential or household purposes.

(D)

“Applicable Codes” means uniform building, fire, safety, electrical, plumbing, or
mechanical codes adopted by a recognized national code organization to the extent
such codes have been adopted by the Authority, including any amendments adopted by
the Authority, or otherwise are applicable in the jurisdiction.

(E)

“Applicant” means any Person who submits an Application under this Chapter.

(F)

“Application” means a written request, on a form provided by the Authority, for a
Permit to deploy or colocate small wireless facilities in the ROW.

(G)

“Authority” means the City of Johnson City or any agency, subdivision or any
instrumentality thereof.

(H)

“Batch Application” Applications for multiple facilities submitted simultaneously by a
single Provider.
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(I)

“City” means the City of Johnson City or any agency, subdivision or any
instrumentality thereof.

(J)

“Colocate” means to install or mount a Small Wireless Facility in the Public ROW on
an existing Support Structure, an existing Tower, or on an existing Pole/PSS to which a
Small Wireless Facility is attached at the time of the Application. “Colocation” has a
corresponding meaning.

(K)

“Communications Facility” means, collectively, the equipment at a fixed location or
locations within the Public ROW that enables Communications Services, including: (i)
radio transceivers, Antennas, coaxial, fiber-optic or other cabling, power supply
(including backup battery), Wireless Facilities, and comparable equipment, regardless
of technological configuration; and (ii) all other equipment associated with any of the
foregoing. A Communications Facility does not include the Pole/PSS, Tower or
Support Structure to which the equipment is attached.

(L)

“Communications Service” means cable service, as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 522(6);
broadband service, as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 153(24); or telecommunications service,
as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 153(53).

(M)

“Communications Service Provider” means a cable operator as defined in 47 U.S.C. §
522(5), a telecommunications carrier as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 153(51), a provider of
information service as defined in 47 U.S.C. § 153(24), a video service provider as
defined in TCA § 7-59-303, or a wireless provider;

(N)

“Decorative Pole” means a Pole that is specially designed and placed for aesthetic
purposes.(see Figures 5, 6, & 7)

(O)

“Discretionary Review” means review of an Application by the Authority relating to
the review and issuance of a Permit that is other than an Administrative Review.

(P)

“Facility Height” means the height of a PSS, in combination with associated Wireless
Facility, shall be the vertical distance from the highest point of the Wireless Facility
and its PSS to either (a) the surface grade at the base of the PSS or (b) the surface grade
of the nearest adjacent street, whichever is higher.

(Q)

“Fee” means a one-time, non-recurring charge

(R)

“FCC” means the Federal Communications Commission of the United States.

(S)

“Historic District” means a property or area zoned as a historic district or zone pursuant
to TCA § 13-7-404;

(T)

“Laws” means, collectively, any and all Federal, State, or local law, statute, common
law, code, rule, regulation, order, or ordinance.
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(U)

“Ordinary Maintenance and Repair” means inspections, testing and/or repair that
maintain functional capacity, aesthetic and structural integrity of a Communications
Facility and/or the associated Support Structure or Pole/PSS, that does not require
blocking, damaging or disturbing any portion of the Public ROW.

(V)

“Period Light” means a style of lighting fixture designed to replicate the style of light
used in the City’s Downtown Historic District while also meeting the City’s standards
for illumination.

(W)

“Permit” means a written authorization (in electronic or
hard copy format) to install, at a specified location(s) in
the Public ROW, a Communications Facility, Tower or a
Pole to support a Communications Facility.

(X)

“Permittee” means an Applicant that has received a
Permit under this Chapter.

(Y)

“Person” means an individual, corporation, limited
liability company, partnership, association, trust, or other
entity or organization, including a governmental entity.

(Z)

“Pole” means a legally constructed pole, such as a utility,
lighting, traffic, or similar pole made of wood, concrete,
metal or other material, located or to be located within the
Public Right of Way. A Pole does not include a Tower
and does not include a structure that supports electric
transmission lines (Fig 1).

Fig. 1 Transmission Lines

Fig. 2 Distribution Lines

(AA) “Potential support structure for a small wireless facility”
or “PSS” means a pole or other structure (Fig. 3) used for
wireline communications, electric distribution (Fig. 2),
lighting, traffic control, signage, or a similar function,
including poles installed solely for the colocation of a
small wireless facility. When “PSS” is modified by the
term “new,” then “new PSS” means a PSS that does not
exist at the time the application is submitted, including, but not limited to, a PSS that
will replace an existing pole. The
Fig. 3 Examples of Potential Support Structures / PSSs
fact that a structure is a PSS does
not alone authorize an applicant
to colocate on, modify, or replace the
PSS until an application is approved
and all requirements are satisfied
pursuant to this part;
(BB)

“Provider” means a Communications
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Service Provider or a Wireless Services Provider, and includes any Person that owns
and/or operates within the Public ROW any Communications Facilities, Wireless
Facilities, Poles built for the sole or primary purpose of supporting Communications
Facilities, or Towers.
(CC) “Public Right-of-Way” or “Public ROW” means the area on, below, or above property
that has been designated for use as or is used for a public roadway, highway, street,
sidewalk, alley or similar purpose, and for purposes of this Chapter shall include Public
Utility Easements, but only to the extent the Authority has the authority to permit use
of the area or Public Utility Easement for Communications Facilities or Poles, Towers
and Support Structures that support Communications Facilities. The term does not
include a federal interstate highway.
(DD) “Public Utility Easement” means, unless otherwise specified or restricted by the terms
of the easement, the area on, below, or above a property in which the property owner
has dedicated an easement for use by utilities. Public Utility Easement does not include
an easement dedicated solely for Authority use or where the proposed use by the
Provider is inconsistent with the terms of any easement granted to the Authority.
(EE)

“Replace” or “Replacement” means, in connection with an existing Pole, Support
Structure, to replace (or the replacement of) same with a new structure, substantially
similar in design, size and scale to the existing structure and in conformance with this
Chapter and any other applicable Authority code, in order to address limitations of the
existing structure to structurally support Colocation of a Communications Facility.

(FF)

“Small Wireless Facility” means a Wireless Facility that meets both of the following
qualifications: (i) each Antenna could fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6)
cubic feet in volume; and (ii) all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more than twentyeight (28) cubic feet in volume regardless of whether the facility is ground-mounted or
pole-mounted. For purposes of this section “other wireless equipment” does not include
an electric meter, concealment element, telecommunications demarcation box,
grounding equipment, power transfer switch, cut-off switch, or a vertical cable run for
the connection of power and other services; and “Small wireless facility” includes a
micro wireless facility;

(GG) “Staff” means employees of the City of Johnson City responsible for the administration
of requests associated with this ordinance.
(HH) “State” means the State of Tennessee.
(II)

“Support Structure” means a structure in the Public ROW to which a Wireless Facility
is attached at the time of the Application.

(JJ)

“TDOT” means the Tennessee Department of Transportation
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(KK) “Tower” means any structure in the Public ROW built for the sole or primary purpose
of supporting a Wireless Facility. A Tower does not include a Pole or a Support
Structure.
(LL)

“Wireless Facility” means the equipment at a fixed location or locations in the Public
ROW that enables Wireless Services. The term does not include: (i) the Support
Structure, Tower or Pole on, under, or within which the equipment is located or
Colocated; or (ii) coaxial, fiber-optic or other cabling that is between Communications
Facilities or Poles or that is otherwise not immediately adjacent to or directly
associated with a particular Antenna. A Small Wireless Facility is one type of a
Wireless Facility.

(MM) “Wireless Services” means any wireless services using licensed or unlicensed
spectrum, whether at a fixed location or mobile, provided to the public.
(NN) “Wireless Services Provider” means a Person who provides Wireless Services.
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Section 16-502

Purpose and Scope

A. The purpose of this ordinance is to provide policies and procedures for the placement of
Small Wireless Facilities upon properly-permitted facilities within covered areas of the
City of Johnson City.
B. It is the intent of this ordinance to establish uniform standards including, but not limited
to:
1) Prevention of interference with the use of streets, sidewalks, alleys, traffic or light
poles, and other public ways and places;
2) Prevention of visual and physical obstructions and other conditions that are
hazardous to vehicular and pedestrian traffic;
3) Prevention of interference with other facilities and operations of facilities lawfully
located in covered areas or public property;
4) Preservation of the character of neighborhoods where facilities are installed;
5) Preservation of the character of historic structures, or historic areas, including but
not limited to structures or areas listed on the National Register of Historic Places
or locally designated historic districts; and
6) Facilitation of the rapid deployment of Small Wireless Facilities to provide the
citizens with the benefits of advanced Wireless Services
Section 16-503

Permitted Use, Application Requirements, and Fees

A. Permitted Use. The following uses within the Public ROW shall be permitted uses.
1) Colocation of a Small Wireless Facility that conforms with all standards including
the Design Standards of subsection 16-505.A.3.
2) Modification of a PSS/Pole or Support Structure or Replacement of a Pole for
Colocation of a Communications Facility where the modification or Replacement
conforms with all standards including the Design Standards of subsection 16505.A.3.
3) New PSSs/Poles that receive proper administrative approval and conform with all
standards including the Design Standards of subsection 16-505.A.3.
4) Construction of a Communications Facility, other than those set forth in this
ordinance, involving the installation of coaxial, fiber-optic or other cabling, that is
installed underground or aboveground between two or more existing PSS/Poles or
an existing PSS/Pole and an existing Tower and/or existing Support Structure, and
related equipment and appurtenances
B. Permit required. No person may construct, install, and/or operate wireless facilities that
occupy the right-of-way without first filing an Application and obtaining a Small Wireless
Facility Permit from the City. Any Small Wireless Facility Permit shall be reviewed,
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issued and administered in a non-discriminatory manner, shall be subject to such
reasonable conditions as the City may from time to time establish for effective
management of the right-of-way, and otherwise shall conform to the requirements of this
chapter and applicable law.
C. Compliance with Permit.
1) Policies and procedures. The City is authorized to establish such written policies

and procedures, consistent with this chapter, as the City reasonably deems
necessary for the implementation of this chapter.
2) Police powers. The City, by granting any permit or taking any other action pursuant

to this chapter, does not waive, reduce, lessen or impair the lawful police powers
vested in the City under applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations.
3) All construction practices and activities shall be in accordance with the Permit and

approved final plans and specifications. The Authority and its representatives shall
be provided access to the work site and such further information as they may
require to ensure compliance with such requirements. All work that does not
comply with the Permit, the approved plans and specifications for the work, or the
requirements of this Chapter, shall be removed at the sole expense of the Permittee.
The Authority may stop work in order to assure compliance with the provision of
this Chapter.
D. Emergency Work. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event of an Emergency, a
Provider or its duly authorized representative may work in the Public ROW prior to
obtaining a Permit, provided that the Provider shall attempt to contact the Authority prior
to commencing the work and shall apply for a Permit as soon as reasonably possible, but
not later than the next business day after commencing the Emergency work. For purposes
of this subsection, an “Emergency” means a circumstance in which immediate repair to
damaged or malfunctioning facilities is necessary to restore lost service or prevent
immediate harm to persons or property.
E. Effect of Permit. A Permit from the Authority authorizes an Applicant to undertake only
the activities in the Public ROW specified in the Application and Permit, and in
accordance with this Chapter and any general conditions included in the Permit. Unless
otherwise expressly stated, a Permit does not authorize attachment to or use of existing
PSS/Poles, Towers, Support Structures or other structures in the Public ROW; a Permittee
or Provider must obtain all necessary approvals from the owner of any PSS/Pole, Tower,
Support Structure or other structure prior to any attachment or use. A Permit does not
create a property right or grant authority to the Applicant to interfere with other existing
uses of the Public ROW.
F. Other Permits Needed. In addition to obtaining a Permit for installation of a
Communications Facility, PSS/Poles built for the sole or primary purpose of supporting
Communications Facilities, or Towers in the Public ROW, an Applicant must obtain all
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other required permits, including but not limited to: Building permits, Electrical permits,
TDOT permits, etc.
G. No substitute for other required permissions. No Small Wireless Facility permit
includes, means, or is in whole or part a substitute for any other permit or authorization
required by the laws and regulations of the City for the privilege of transacting and
carrying on a business within the 2 or any permit or agreement for occupying any other
property of the City.
H. No waiver. The failure of the City to insist on timely performance or compliance by any
permittee holding a Small Wireless Facility permit shall not constitute a waiver of the
City's right to later insist on timely performance or compliance by that permittee or any
other permittee holding such Small Wireless Facility permit. The failure of the City to
enforce any provision of this chapter on any occasion shall not operate as a waiver or
estoppel of its right to enforce any provision of this chapter on any other occasion, nor
shall the failure to enforce any prior ordinance or City Charter provision affecting the
right-of-way, any wireless facilities, or any user or occupant of the right-of-way act as a
waiver or estoppel against enforcement of this chapter or any other provision of applicable
law.
I. Safe Condition. The Provider shall, at its sole cost and expense, keep and maintain its
Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures and Towers in the Public ROW
in a safe condition, and in good order and repair. If the Authority determines
Communications Facilities are in disrepair or the appearance is not kept in a satisfactory
manner, the Authority may require maintenance or removal of the Communications
Facilities.
J. Permit Duration. Any Small Wireless Facility permit for construction issued under this
Article shall be valid for a period of 90 Days after issuance, provided that the 90-day
period may be extended for up to an additional 9 months upon written request of the
Applicant (made prior to the end of the initial 90 day period) if the failure to complete
construction is as a result of circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the
Applicant.
K. Ordinary Maintenance and Repair. A Small Wireless Facility permit shall not be
required for Ordinary Maintenance and Repair. The Provider or other Person performing
the Ordinary Maintenance and Repair shall obtain any other permits required by
applicable Laws and shall notify the Authority in writing at least ten (10) business days
prior to performing the Ordinary Maintenance and Repair.
L. Small Wireless Facility Permit Applications Required Information. The Application
shall be made by the Provider or its duly authorized representative and shall contain the
following:
1) The Applicant’s name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address, including

emergency contact information for the Applicant.
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2) The names, addresses, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses of all consultants,

contractors and subcontractors, if any, acting on behalf of the applicant with
respect to the filing of the application or who may be involved in doing any work
on behalf of the applicant.
3) A description of the proposed work and the purposes and intent of the proposed

facility sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the provisions of this Chapter.
The Applicant shall state whether the Applicant believes the proposed work is
subject to Administrative Review or Discretionary Review.
4) A site plan for each proposed location with a diagram or engineering drawing

depicting the design for installation of the small wireless facility with sufficient
detail for the City to determine that the design of the installation and any new PSS
or any modification of a PSS is consistent with all generally applicable safety and
design requirements, including the requirements of the Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices.
5) The location of the site(s), including the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of

the specific location of the site(s) using WGS84 as the coordinate system of
reference with coordinates specified in decimal degrees to no less than three
significant digits or provide digitized spatial data (shapefiles) of the exact point of
the proposed location.
6) If applicable, the identification of any third party upon which a PSS the applicant

intends to colocate and a copy of the authorization for use of the property from the
PSS/Pole, Tower or Support Structure owner on or in which the Communications
Facility will be placed or attached. If authorization is not complete at time of
application, the application may proceed, however the authorization information
shall be provided within the given application review time and before final
approval can be issued.
7) The applicant’s identifying information and the identifying information of the

owner of the small wireless facility and certification by the applicant or the owner
that such person agrees to pay applicable fees and rates, repair damage, and
comply with all nondiscriminatory and generally applicable ROW requirements
for deployment of any associated infrastructure that is not a small wireless facility
and the contact information for the party that will respond in the event of an
emergency related to the small wireless facility
8) The applicant’s certification of compliance with surety bond, insurance, or

indemnification requirements (as set forth in subsections 16-505.C.8 & 16-505.C.9
below); rules requiring maintenance of infrastructure deployed in ROW; rule
requiring relocation or timely removal of infrastructure in ROW no longer utilized;
and any rules requiring relocation or repair procedures for infrastructure in ROW
under emergency conditions (as set forth in subsections 16-503.D & 16-505.C.6), if
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any, that the City imposes on a general and non-discriminatory basis upon entities
that are entitled to deploy infrastructure in ROW no longer utilized; and any rules
requiring relocation or repair procedures for infrastructure in ROW under
emergency conditions, if any, that the City imposes on a general and nondiscriminatory basis upon entities that are entitled to deploy infrastructure in the
ROW;
9) The applicant’s certification that the proposed site plan and design plans meet or

exceed all applicable engineering, materials, electrical, and safety standards,
including all standards related to the structural integrity and weight-bearing capacity
of the PSS/Pole and small wireless facility. Those standards relevant to engineering
must be certified by a licensed professional engineer.
10) To the extent the proposed facility involves Colocation on a PSS/Pole, Tower or

Support Structure, a structural report performed by a duly licensed engineer
evidencing that the PSS/Pole, Tower or Support Structure will structurally support
the Colocation (or that the PSS/Pole, Tower or Support Structure will be modified
to meet structural requirements) in accordance with Applicable Codes.
11) A statement that all wireless facilities shall comply with all applicable codes
12) Detailed construction drawings regarding the proposed facility; and
13) For any new aboveground facilities, accurate visual depictions or representations,

if not included in the construction drawings.
M. Proprietary or Confidential Information in Application. Applications are public
records that may be made publicly available pursuant to the Tennessee Public Records
Act (TCA, 10-7-101 et seq). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Applicant may designate
portions of its Application materials that it reasonably believes contain proprietary or
confidential information as “proprietary” or “confidential” by clearly marking each
portion of such materials accordingly, and the Authority shall treat the information as
proprietary and confidential, subject to the Tennessee Public Records Act (TCA 10-7-101
et seq) and the Authority’s determination that the Applicant’s request for confidential or
proprietary treatment of Application materials is reasonable. The Authority shall not be
required to incur any costs to protect the Application materials from disclosure, other than
the Authority’s routine procedures for complying with the Tennessee Public Records Act
(TCA, 10-7-101 et seq).
N. Batch Application. An Applicant may simultaneously submit an application for multiple
small wireless facilities in a single application. A batch application may include not more
than twenty (20) applications for small wireless facilities, or may file a single,
consolidated permit application covering such Communications Facilities, provided that
the proposed Communications Facilities are to be deployed on the same type of structure
using similar equipment and within an adjacent, related geographic area of the Authority.
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If the Applicant files a consolidated application, the Applicant shall pay the application
fee as stated in subsection 16-503.T. Batch Applications require a pre-application meeting
with the City’s appropriate Development Services Department and Public Works
Department staff.
O. Multiple Permit Applications at Same Location. If the City receives multiple
applications seeking to deploy or colocate small wireless facilities at the same location in
an incompatible manner, then the City may deny the later filed application.
P. Approval or Denial of Application; Response Time. The City responds to the
applications for permit per the timelines prescribed in federal law and in T.C.A. Section
13-24-409(b), as may be amended, regarding the approval or denial of applications, and
the City shall respond to applications per the specific requirements of T.C.A. Section 1324-409(b)(3), as may be amended. The City reserves the right to require a surcharge as
indicated in T.C.A. Section 13- 24-409(b)(7)(F)(i), as may be amended, for high-volume
applicants.
Q. Bridge and/or Overpass Special Provision. If the Applicant's site plan includes any
colocation design that includes attachment of any facility or structure to a bridge or
overpass, then the applicant must designate a safety contact. After the Applicant's
construction is complete, the Applicant shall provide to the safety contact a licensed
professional engineer's certification that the construction is consistent with the applicant's
approved design, that the bridge or overpass maintains the same structural integrity as
before the construction and installation process, and that during the construction and
installation process neither the Applicant nor its contractors have discovered evidence of
damage to or deterioration of the bridge or overpass that compromises its structural
integrity. If such evidence is discovered during construction, then the Applicant shall
provide notice of the evidence to the safety contact.
Any bridge on a state or federal route or state-owned structure will require review and
permission from the TDOT – Structures Division. Any local bridge 20’ or greater in
length must also have a review by the Tennessee Department of Transportation –
Structures Division and have a letter from the division stating that the proposed
attachment(s) will not cause structural damage or reduce the weight limit of the bridge.
Review and possible permits will be required by the appropriate railroad when any bridge
owned by the railroad, any bridge over the railroad, any tunnel under the railroad any
structure on railroad ROW that is proposed to have any attachments. Railroad review and
possible permits will be required when there is any proposal to cross over or under any
railroad ROW, whether attached to a bridge or not with any device or line of any type.
Additionally all bridges within the City that have attachment proposals shall be reviewed
by the Public Works Department.
R. Material Changes. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Authority, any material
changes to an Application, as determined by the Authority in its sole discretion, shall be
considered a new application for purposes of the time limits set forth in Section 16-504,
unless otherwise provided by applicable Laws.
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S. Information Updates. Except as otherwise provided herein, any amendment to
information contained in a permit application shall be submitted in writing to the City
within 30 days after the change necessitating the amendment.
T. Fees and Charges.
1. Small Wireless Facility Permit Application Fee. Every Applicant shall pay a
one-time Permit application fee of $200 at the time of your first application.
2. Batch Application. For every Batch Application, an applicant shall pay a Permit
application fee of $100 for each of the first five (5) small cell facilities, and $50
each for every facility thereafter for a maximum of twenty (20) small cell facilities
per application.
3. ROW Use Rate. In exchange for the privilege of non-exclusive occupancy of the
Public ROW, the Provider shall pay the Authority $100 per installation per year.
The ROW Use Fee shall be due and payable within thirty (30) days of issuance of
the applicable Permit(s) required under this Chapter and annually thereafter.
4. Other Fees. The Applicant or Provider shall be subject to any other generally
applicable fees of the Authority or other government body, such as those required
for electrical permits, building permits, or other permits, which the Applicant or
Provider shall pay as required in the applicable Laws, as well as attachment fees
for the use of Authority owned PSS/Poles, Towers, Support Structures, ducts,
conduits or other structures in the Public ROW, as set forth in attachment
agreements authorizing such use.
5. No Refund. Except as otherwise provided in a Small Wireless Facility Permit, the
Provider may remove its Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles or Towers from
the Public ROW at any time, upon not less than thirty (30) days prior written
notice to the Authority, and may cease paying to the Authority any applicable
recurring fees for such use, as of the date of actual removal of the facilities and
complete restoration of the Public ROW. In no event shall a Provider be entitled to
a refund of fees paid prior to removal of its Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles
or Towers.
Section 16-504

Application Review

A. Review of Small Wireless Facility Applications. The Authority shall review the
Application and, if the Application conforms to applicable provisions of and this Section,
the Authority shall issue a Permit on nondiscriminatory terms and conditions subject to
the following requirements:
1. Within 30 days of receiving an Application, the Authority will notify the
Applicant whether the Application is incomplete, and identify the missing
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information. The Applicant may resubmit the completed Application within 30
days without additional charge, in which case the Authority shall have 30 days
from receipt of the resubmitted Application to verify the Application is complete,
notify the Applicant that the Application remains incomplete or, in the Authority’s
sole discretion, deny the Application; and
2. Make its final decision to approve or deny the Application within 30 days for a
colocation, and 60 days for any new structure, after the Application is complete (or
deemed complete in the event the Authority does not notify the Applicant that the
Application or resubmitted Application is incomplete).
3. The Authority shall advise the Applicant in writing of its final decision.
B. Review Deadline. If the Authority fails to act on an Application within the 60-day
review period (or within the 30-day review period for an amended Application), the
Applicant may provide notice that the time period for acting has lapsed and may pursue
final approval.
C. Compensation. Every permit shall include as a condition the Applicant’s agreement to
pay such lawful ROW Use Fees, business license taxes, and administrative fees as are
permitted under applicable Tennessee and federal law. The Applicant shall also pay all
applicable ad valorem taxes, service fees, sales taxes, or other taxes and fees as may not
or hereafter be lawfully imposed on other businesses within the City.
D. Conferences. Staff will review submissions to determine if colocation or other
alternative sites will meet the needs of the applicant(s) and the City of Johnson City.
Conferences will be scheduled to resolve specific issues related to requests when safety
is a concern, multiple providers are requesting to locate at/near the same location,
proposed locations may be affected by planned construction or the Authority believes
that an alternative design might allow for colocation on existing infrastructure rather than
installation of a new pole. The review and conference will take place within the given
time constraints of application review.

Section 16-505

Requirements for Small Wireless Facilities in the Right-of-Way

A. Administrative Review. Pursuant to Section 16-503, the Authority shall perform an
administrative review of permit Applications according to the following location, design,
and installation standards:
1. Public ROW Construction and Installation Requirements.
(a)

The Authority shall not issue a Permit unless the Applicant, or a Provider on
whose behalf the Applicant is constructing Communications Facilities,
PSS/Poles or Towers, has received all other applicable permits.
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2. Location of New Facilities.

3.

(a)

The Provider shall not locate or maintain its Communications Facilities,
PSS/Poles and Towers so as to unreasonably interfere with the use of the
Public ROW by the Authority, by the general public or by other persons
authorized to use or be present in or upon the Public ROW.

(b)

Pedestrian and vehicular paths shall not be impeded.

(c)

The Provider shall not locate or maintain its Communication Facilities,
PSS/Poles and Towers within a Sight Distance Triangle as described in
Article IV (4.11 – Vision Clearance) of the Zoning Code

(d)

The Provider shall not locate or maintain its Communication Facilities,
PSS/Poles and Towers so as to block the visibility of traffic control devices
(signal heads, video detection cameras, preemption receivers, or signs). The
equipment shall not block the access to traffic control equipment or block the
view of traffic from existing traffic surveillance cameras.

(e)

The Provider shall refer to the “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices:
for Streets & Highways” for offsets/setbacks and the American Association
of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Design Guidelines for
line of sight requirements based on speed limit and other factors at each
proposed location. These requirements will be applied in locating AboveGround PSSs/Poles over eighteen (18) inches in diameter and Equipment
Cabinets over two (2) feet in height.

(f)

Identification Requirements. For the purpose of georeferencing, each pole
shall provide a unique identifier, as determined by the Authority, placed in a
visible location.

(g)

Facilities must meet the National Electric Code standards for separation from
other utilities

Design Standards/Aesthetic Plan. Unless otherwise specifically stated below, in
an attempt to blend into the built environment, all small wireless facilities, new or
modified utility poles, PSSs for the colocation of small wireless facilities, and
associated equipment shall be consistent in size, mass, shape, and color to similar
facilities and equipment in the immediate area, and its design for the PSS shall
meet the adopted aesthetic plan, subject to following requirements:
(a)

Colocation. Colocation is recommended, when possible except in the case of
an existing decorative pole/period light. Should the wireless provider not be
able to colocate, the wireless provider shall provide justification in the
application.
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(b)

Replacing an existing City-owned PSS. City-owned PSS may be replaced
for the colocation of small wireless facilities. When replacing a PSS, any
replacement PSS must reasonably conform to the design aesthetics of a PSS
that is appropriate for that location, and must continue to be capable of
performing a greater function or, at a minimum, the same function in a
comparable manner as it performed prior to replacement.
i.

When replacing a City-owned PSS, the replacement PSS becomes the
property of the City, subject to T.C.A. 13-24-408(g), as may be
amended.

ii.

The City reserves the right to require a streetlight on the new PSS.

(c)

New Poles. Any new PSS that is not a colocation or a replacement of an
existing PSS must be approved by the City Manager or his designee. New
PSSs shall not be permitted to be installed in the rights-of-way in areas in
which no utility poles, streetlight poles, or PSSs exist at the time of
application without prior approval by the City Manager or his designee.

(d)

Consistency. New small wireless facilities, antennas, and associated
equipment shall conform with the design standards of the district in which it
is located as listed below (see 16-505.A.3.e)

(e)

Districts (see map 16-505.A.11.)
General Commercial
• Facility Height:
•
Maximum ten feet (10’) in height above the tallest existing PSS in
place in a ROW that is located within five hundred feet (500’) of
the new PSS in the ROW or fifty feet (50’) above ground level;
whichever is greater
•
For a PSS installed in a residential neighborhood, forty feet (40’)
above ground level.
• Pole Requirements: Pole type shall be approved by the Director of Public
Works
• Pole Diameter: Pole diameter shall be approved by the Director of Public
Works
• Light Requirements: Light type shall be approved by the Director of Public
Works
• Size: Antenna fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) cubic feet in
volume and all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more
than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume.
• Color:– Pole color shall be approved by the Director of Public Works
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General Residential
• Facility Height: Twenty-five feet (25’) maximum
• Pole Requirements: Decorative pole and base or tapered steel pole
• Pole Diameter: Max. Six inches (6”) at height of five foot (5’) on pole
• Light Requirements: Full cut-off, LED placed at height of fifteen feet (15’)
• Size: Antenna fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) cubic feet in
volume and all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more
than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume.
• Color: Black Powder-coated
Historic Residential
• Facility Height: Twenty-five feet (25’) maximum
• Pole Requirements: Decorative pole and base
• Pole Diameter: Max. Six inches (6”) at height of five foot (5’) on pole
• Light Requirements: Period-style light at height of fifteen feet (15’)
• Size: Antenna fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) cubic feet in
volume and all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more
than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume.
• Color: “Cultural District” Green or Black Powder-coated
Historic Commercial
• Facility Height: Twenty-five feet (25’) maximum
• Pole Requirements: Decorative pole and base
• Pole Diameter: Max. Six inches (6”) at height of five foot (5’) on pole
• Light Requirements: Period-style light at height of fifteen feet (15’)
• Size: Antenna fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) cubic feet in
volume and all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more
than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume.
• Color: “Cultural District” Green
School Zones & Parks
• Facility Height: Twenty-five feet (25’) maximum
• Pole Requirements: Decorative pole and base or tapered steel pole
• Pole Diameter: Max. Six inches (6”) at height of five foot (5’) on pole
• Light Requirements: Period-style light at height of up to twenty feet (20’)
• Size: Antenna fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) cubic feet in
volume and all other wireless equipment associated with the Antenna,
including the Provider’s preexisting equipment, is cumulatively no more
than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume.
• Color: Black Powder-coated
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4. Overlapping Districts. If proposed location is located within multiple,
overlapping districts, the stricter requirements will rule
5. Concealment & Undergrounding Measures.
(a) All conduit, wires, and other wireless hardware shall be located internal to the
pole.
(b) Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the Authority or otherwise required
by applicable Laws, whenever any existing electric utilities or
Communications Facilities are located underground within a Public ROW, the
Provider with permission to occupy the same portion of the Public ROW shall
locate its Communications Facilities underground at its own expense.
(c) Compliance with Underground Facilities. Subject to waivers as determined by
the Johnson City Regional Planning Commission, an Applicant must comply
with existing requirements to place all electric, cable, and communications
facilities underground in a designated area of a ROW, as determined by the
City's Subdivision Regulations.
(d) Limits on use of ground-mounted equipment for wireless facilities. Groundmounted equipment, limited to housing equipment and other supplies in
support of the operation of the wireless facility, shall be placed in an
underground vault. Where above-ground placement is necessary, a conference
and approval by the Authority is required. Stealth design shall be employed for
above-ground equipment.
6. Attachment to and Replacement of Decorative Poles.
(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Chapter, an Applicant may
not install a Small Wireless Facility on an existing Decorative Pole.
(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Chapter, an Applicant may
not replace a Decorative Pole with a new Decorative Pole unless the Authority
has determined, in its sole discretion, that each of the following conditions has
been met:
•
The Application qualifies for issuance of a Permit under this Chapter.
•
The attachment and/or the replacement Pole is in keeping with the
aesthetics of the Decorative Pole/Period Light; and
(c) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Chapter, an Applicant may
not, replace a Decorative Pole with a new Decorative Pole, or install new
above-ground Communications Facilities in the Downtown Historic District or
the Tree Streets Historic Conservation District unless the Authority has
determined, in its sole discretion, that each of the following conditions has
been met:
•

The Application qualifies for issuance of a Permit under the Chapter;
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•
•
•

The attachment and/or the replacement Pole is in keeping with the aesthetics
and character of the District;
The attachment meets the Secretary of the Interior Standards and
The proposed support structure and wireless facility receives a Certificate of
Appropriateness from the Historic Zoning Commission

7. Period Lights. Design must replicate existing lighting by district according to
Subsection 16-505.A.3.e (see Figures 4 - 7 below).
8. Limits on number and location of support structures that may be installed or
used.
(a) Where sufficient pedestrian lighting is present, no new freestanding support
structures shall be allowed
(b) Where sufficient pedestrian lighting is present, only replacement structures
shall be allowed which include an appropriately designed light pole/fixture.
(c) Where insufficient pedestrian lighting exist, a new pedestrian-scale decorative
light pole may be considered for installation as a small cell support structure.
9. Aesthetic approach for different types of facilities. Co-locations on existing
structures will use a design that limits visual clutter and conceals conduit,
mounting brackets, and other hardware. No facilities or associated equipment shall
be allowed to extend more than twenty-four (24) inches horizontally from a PSS.
10. Additional criteria regarding the location, type, and/or design of small cell
facilities and utility poles shall be subject to change. All changes shall be made
available to the public for 30 days prior to their effective date. In no case, shall any
standards be retroactive. Facilities approved for which Small Wireless Facility
permits have been issued prior to the effective date of a new guideline shall not be
affected.
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Fig. 4 Example of Period Light with Small
Wireless Facility. Imagery courtesy of
LCD Infrastructure

Fig. 5 Base of Decorative Pole

Fig 7 Example of Black Decorative Pole with
Period Light

Fig. 6 Example of Cultural District Green Decorative
Pole with Period Light
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11.

Small Cell Design Standards District Map
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B. Discretionary Review. Unless otherwise provided in this ordinance, approval from the
Johnson City Regional Planning Commission shall be required for:
1. Any wireless provider that seeks to construct or modify a PSS or wireless facility that is
determined to not comply with the height, diameter, design, color standards and
expectations set forth in subsections 16-505.A.
C. Construction Standards. In performing any work in, or affecting the, Public ROW, the
Provider, and any agent or contractor of the Provider, shall comply with the provisions of this
Ordinance and all other applicable municipal ordinances, and shall conform to the requirements
of the following publications, as from time to time amended: The Rules of Tennessee
Department of Transportation Right-of-Way Division, the National Electrical Code, and the
National Electrical Safety Code, AASHTO Design Guidelines and Manual Uniform Traffic
Control Devices, as might apply.
1.

General safety and compliance with laws. The Permittee shall employ due care
during the installation, maintenance or any other work in the ROW, and shall comply
with all safety and Public ROW- protection requirements of applicable Laws,
Applicable Codes, and any generally applicable Authority guidelines, standards and
practices, and any additional commonly accepted safety and Public ROW-protection
standards, methods and devices (to the extent not inconsistent with applicable Laws).

2.

Interference. The Permittee shall not interfere with any existing facilities or
structures in the Public ROW, and shall locate its lines and equipment in such a
manner as not to interfere with the usual traffic patterns (vehicular or pedestrian) or
with the rights or reasonable convenience of owners of property that abuts any Public
ROW. The City’s Public Works Department must also be notified and concur with
lane closures on all streets, including state routes.

3.

Utility Locates. Before beginning any excavation in the Public ROW, the Permittee
shall comply with “Tennessee 811 - CALL BEFORE YOU DIG” requirements.

4.

Restoration Requirements.
(a) The Provider, or its agent or contractor, shall restore, repair and/or replace any
portion of the Public ROW that is damaged or disturbed by the Provider’s
Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles, Towers or work in or adjacent to the
Public ROW. Restoration of pavement, sidewalks landscaping, grass, etc. shall
be in accordance with the Right of Way Excavation Permit Application.
(b) If the Provider fails to timely restore, repair or replace the Public ROW as
required in this subsection, the Authority or its contractor may do so and the
Provider shall pay the Authority’s costs and expenses related to such work,
including any delay damages or other damages the Authority incurs arising
from the delay.
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5.

Traffic control.
Unless otherwise specified in the Permit, the Permittee shall erect a barrier around the
perimeter of any excavation and provide appropriate traffic control devices, signs and
lights to protect, warn and guide the public (vehicular and pedestrian) through the
work zone. The manner and use of these devices shall be described within a traffic
control plan in accordance with the Uniform Manual of Traffic Control Devices. The
Permittee shall maintain all barriers and other traffic control and safety devices
related to an open excavation until the excavation is restored to a safe condition or as
otherwise directed by the Authority.

6.

Removal, Relocation and Abandonment.
(a) Within thirty (30) days following written notice from the Authority, the Provider
shall, at its own expense, protect, support, temporarily or permanently disconnect,
remove, relocate, change or alter the position of any of its Communications
Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures or Towers within the Public ROW or
Utility Easement, including relocation of above-ground Communications
Facilities underground (consistent with the provisions of this Chapter), whenever
the Authority has determined, in its sole discretion, that such removal, relocation,
change or alteration is necessary for the construction, repair, maintenance, or
installation of any Authority improvement, the operations of the Authority in,
under or upon the Public ROW, or otherwise is in the public interest. The
Provider shall be responsible to the Authority for any damages or penalties it may
incur as a result of the Provider’s failure to remove or relocate Communications
Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures or Towers as required in this subsection.
(b) The Authority retains the right and privilege to cut or move any Communications
Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or Tower located within the Public ROW of
the Authority, as the Authority may determine, in its sole discretion, to be
necessary, appropriate or useful in response to any public emergency. If
circumstances permit, the Authority shall notify the Provider and give the
Provider an opportunity to move its own facilities prior to cutting or removing the
Communications Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or Tower. In all cases, the
Authority shall notify the Provider after cutting or removing the Communications
Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or Tower as promptly as reasonably
possible.
(c) A Provider shall notify the Authority of abandonment of any Communications
Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or Tower at the time the decision to
abandon is made, however, in no case shall such notification be made later than
30 days prior to abandonment. Following receipt of such notice, the Provider
shall remove its Communications Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or Tower
at the Provider’s own expense, unless the Authority determines, in its sole
discretion, that the Communications Facility, PSS/Pole, Support Structure or
Tower may be abandoned in place. The Provider shall remain solely responsible
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and liable for all of its Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures
and Towers until they are removed from the Public ROW unless the Authority
agrees in writing to take ownership of the abandoned Communications Facilities,
PSS/Poles, Support Structures or Towers.
(d) If the Provider fails to timely protect, support, temporarily or permanently
disconnect, remove, relocate, change or alter any of its Communications
Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures or Towers or remove any of its
abandoned Communications Facilities, PSS/Poles, Support Structures or Towers
as required in this subsection, the Authority or its contractor may do so and the
Provider shall pay all costs and expenses related to such work, including any
delay damages or other damages the Authority incurs arising from the delay.
7.

As-Built Maps. As the City controls and maintains the right-of-way for the benefit of
its citizens, it is the responsibility of the City to ensure that such public right-of-way
meet the highest possible public safety standards. Upon request by the City and within
30 days of such a request, a permittee shall submit to the Public Works Department
(or shall have otherwise maintained on file with the department) as-built maps and
engineering specifications depicting and certifying the location of all its existing small
wireless facilities within the right-of-way, provided in standard electronic or paper
format in a manner established by the Director of Public Works, or his or her
designee. Permittees must also submit shapefiles for location specific data to the
City’s Geographic Information System Division. Such maps/data are, and shall
remain, confidential documents and are exempt from public disclosure under the
Tennessee Public Records Act (TCA, 5 10-7-101 et seq.) to the maximum extent of
the law. After submittal of the as-built maps as required under this section, each
permittee having small wireless facilities in the City right-of-way shall update such
maps as required under this chapter upon written request by the City.

8.

Insurance Requirements. Each permittee shall, at all times during the entire term of
the Small Wireless Facilities permit, maintain and require each contractor and
subcontractor to maintain insurance with a reputable insurance company authorized to
do business in the State of Tennessee and which has an A.M. Best rating (or
equivalent) no less than "A" indemnifying the City from and against any and all
claims for injury or damage to persons or property, both real and personal, caused by
the construction, installation, operation, maintenance or removal of permittee's
wireless facilities in the rights-of-way. The amounts of such coverage shall be not less
than the following:
(a)

Worker's compensation and employer’s liability insurance. Tennessee statutory
requirements.

(b)

Comprehensive general liability. Commercial general liability occurrence form,
including premises/operations; independent contractors contractual liability;
products/completed operations; X, C, U coverage; and personal injury coverage
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with limits no less than $1,000,000.00 per occurrence, combined single limit and
$10,000,000.00 in the aggregate.
(c)

Commercial automobile liability. Commercial automobile liability coverage for
all owned, non-owned and hired vehicles involved in operations under this article
with limits no less than $1,000,000.00 per occurrence combined single limit each
accident.

(d)

Commercial excess or umbrella liability. Commercial excess or umbrella liability
coverage may be used in combination with primary coverage to achieve the
required limits of liability.

(e)

The City shall be designated as an additional insured for ongoing and completed
operations under each of the insurance policies required by this section except
worker's compensation and employer's liability insurance. Permittee shall not
cancel any required insurance policy without obtaining alternative insurance in
conformance with this section. Permittee shall provide the City with at least 30
days advance written notice of any material changes or cancellation of any
required insurance policy or in the case of non-payment of premium, at least ten
(10) days written notice of cancellation.

(f)

Permittee shall impose similar insurance requirements as identified in this section
on its contractors and subcontractors.

9.

Indemnification. Each permittee, its consultant, contractor, and subcontractor, shall,
at its sole cost and expense, indemnify, defend and hold harmless the City, its elected
and appointed officials, employees and agents, at all times against any and all claims
for personal injury, including death, and property damage arising in whole or in part
from, caused by or connected with any act or omission of the permittee, its officers,
agents, employees or contractors arising out of, but not limited to, the construction,
installation, operation, maintenance, removal or abandonment of permittee's wireless
system or wireless facilities in the rights-of-way. Each permittee shall defend any
actions or proceedings against the City in which it is claimed that personal injury,
including death, or property damage was caused by the permittee's construction,
installation, operation, maintenance or removal of permittee's wireless system or
wireless facilities in the rights-of-way. The obligation to indemnify, hold harmless and
defend shall include, but not be limited to, the obligation to pay judgments, injuries,
liabilities, damages, reasonable attorney’s fees, reasonable expert fees, court costs and
all other reasonable costs of indemnification.

10.

Use of Conduit. Permittees using space in ducts, conduits and on PSS/Poles must
comply with the terms of this code, unless expressly exempted by the Authority.

11.

Right to inspect. With just and reasonable cause, the City shall have the right to
inspect all of the small wireless facilities, including aerial facilities and underground
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facilities, to ensure general health and safety with respect to such facilities and to
determine compliance with the terms of this chapter and other applicable laws and
regulations. Any permittee shall be required to cooperate with all such inspections and
to provide reasonable and relevant information requested by the City as part of the
inspection.
12.

Section 16-506

Application Fees and Bonds. Unless otherwise provided by applicable Laws, all
Applications pursuant to this Chapter shall be accompanied by the Fees required
under subsection 16-503.T. Unless otherwise provided as part of permitting or agreed
to in writing by the Authority, a performance bond or other form of surety acceptable
to the Authority equal to at least one hundred percent (100%) of the estimated cost of
the work within the Public ROW shall be provided before the Applicant commences
work.

Violation of this Chapter

In the event a reasonable determination is made that a person has violated any provision of this chapter,
or a Small Wireless Facility Permit, such person shall be provided written notice of the determination
and the specific, detailed reasons therefor. Except in the case of an emergency, the person shall have 30
days to commence to cure the violation. If the nature of the violation is such that it cannot be fully cured
within such time period, the City, in its reasonable judgment, may extend the time period to cure,
provided that the person has commenced to cure and is diligently pursuing its efforts to cure. If the
violation has not been cured within the time allowed, the City may take all actions authorized by this
chapter and/or Tennessee law and regulations.
Section 16-507
Severability
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or word of this chapter is for any reason held illegal
or invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, such provision shall be deemed a separate, distinct and
independent provision, and such holding shall not render the remainder of this chapter invalid.
Section 16-508
Conflict
In case of conflict between this ordinance or any part hereof, and the whole or part of any existing
ordinance of the City, the provision that establishes the higher standard shall prevail.
Section 16-509

Effective Date.

This Chapter shall take effect thirty (30) days after its passage, approval and publication.
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